Journey to Ramosadi
An adventure in mobile learning
This adventure to Ramosadi near Mafeking will aim at engaging you in thinking
about the theme of JOURNEY by using mobile phone technology to document
observations of the actual road trip and of your interaction with Ramosadi
Primary School staff and surroundings.
Your contributions will be chapters in your own book on Journey to Ramosadi.
Resources needed: Mobile phone
Notebook and pen
Skills to learn:

Capturing video and image
Entering and saving text
Recording sound
Uploading data via Bluetooth technology

WRITING
Write 5 sentences of your experiences of your journey to Ramosadi by using the
text feature on your phone. Use the following categories within which to make
your choices for your sentences:
1.
2.
3.
4.

AN EMOTION that best describes your journey
AN OBSERVATION of the natural beauty during the journey
A COMMENT you heard from a colleague that inspired you
A NEED you saw at Ramosadi Primary School that you can do
something about

Write an eight-line poem starting each line with a letter in the word RAMOSADI
based on ONE of the following the ideas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Every journey in life starts with a need
Careful planning can help guide the outcome of a journey
Each journey in life has its ups and downs
Every journey is a choice you make, not a choice made for you
A journey in life can end better than it started

Mobile coaching TIP
For the N72 select MENU, then go to OFFICE, select NOTES, select NEW NOTE
and start writing your sentence. Remember to select DONE when you have
completed your sentence.
While you are on the notepad, you can select OPTIONS and then HELP if you
require tips on how to enter text.

SOUNDS, IMAGES, VIDEO
1. Take 1 picture of yourself.
2. Take a series of pictures (maximum of 10) in chronological order of your
journey.
3. Take 5 pictures of Ramosadi Primary School that captures, for you, the
idea that A journey can take an inspiringly different turn.
4. Capture two 20-second video clips asking 2 people 1 question each of

their definition of a meaningful journey. You can ask the question by
starting in one of the following ways:

a. What colour would you choose to represent a meaningful journey? Why?
b. What is the most important moral ingredient of a meaningful journey?
Why?

Record a 20-second sound clip of nature on your journey. Think about themes
that your sound clip will communicate such as, the diversity of a journey, the
peace that can be found in a journey, the goal of a journey, the struggles and
joys of a journey or the need for cooperation in a journey.
LISTENING
Find a Radio station to listen to and share what you listened to with at least two
colleagues.

